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Taking the “Byte” Out of Bitcoin
In our view, cryptocurrency investing is sprinting toward institutional adoption. Yet, to date,
investor focus has been on “beta/delta one” strategies dominated by high-profile, self-proclaimed
Bitcoin trading experts. Our experience suggests that many of these crypto-traders are simply
offering access to Bitcoin (a custody solution) while competing for the honor of having named
the highest price target. We do not believe it is possible to know what Bitcoin’s price is going to
do month to month, and our skepticism tells us that any investor claiming knowledge is likely just
marketing their wares. However, this very uncertainty is exactly why we propose to explore options
on Bitcoin as a route into a more risk-efficient approach to the asset, one that seeks to benefit from
one of Bitcoin’s most notable qualities—its volatility.

In the name of brevity, we will skip an introduction to Bitcoin1 and assume for the purposes of this paper that our readers are already down
the road of considering Bitcoin exposure for their investment portfolios.
At present, most investors appear to be holding/trading Bitcoin to “get rich”, to the tune of ~$1 trillion in market capitalization. We
certainly have no qualms with those pursuing great reward at the assumption of great risk. However, we prefer to pursue strategies that
seek to compound capital efficiently over longer periods of time in what we call “stay rich” strategies.
Setting aside any fundamental and/or technical analysis, we believe the combination of Bitcoin’s volatility and its seemingly uncorrelated
return profile (Figure 1 below), offers a potentially attractive investment opportunity for investors to generate a unique return stream by
attempting to harvest volatility as part of a diversified portfolio.
FIGURE 1. NOTHING COMPARES
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Source: Bloomberg LP. For illustrative purposes only. Nothing herein constitutes a prediction or projection of future events or future market behavior. Due to a variety of
factors, actual events or market behavior may differ significantly from any views expressed or any historical results. Indexes are unmanaged and are not available for
direct investment. Investing entails risks, including possible loss of principal. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The explicit catalyst for our thinking was the introduction of Bitcoin futures (at five Bitcoins per contract or ~$275,000) and options by CME
Group in 2020; more recently, on May 3, 2021, CME Group launched Micro Bitcoin futures, which trade in units of 1/10th of a Bitcoin (roughly
$5,400 per contract). While overall volumes and open interest levels vary, Bitcoin futures have found reasonable flow, and option markets
appear to be well quoted despite limited activity. We believe, with a functioning futures market supporting it, the Bitcoin option market is
accessible to investors. And, to adopt the old Gold Rush wisdom, if Bitcoin is the gold, Bitcoin derivatives could be the pickaxes and shovels.

Bitcoin Pickaxes and Shovels
Most daily Bitcoin transactions occur “off-blockchain” (“off-chain”), meaning they are never verified and posted to Bitcoin’s public
distributed ledger (“on-chain”). Off-chain cryptocurrency transactions reduce/eliminate the latency and expense of verifying
“on-chain” transactions, a process that takes about 10 minutes on average and currently costs about $302 per verified transaction
regardless of the dollar value of the transaction for Bitcoin. While off-chain transactions may diminish Bitcoin’s coveted platformindependent status, they allow transaction volumes to be potentially unlimited.
Persistent buying and selling of a new asset class, i.e. proven liquidity, is typically required to build institutional investor confidence
before they will adopt futures and options markets and enable them to supplement the established cash market.
We believe cryptocurrency may have a lower hurdle to clear than most new asset classes for investor adoption of futures and options. Given
the relative complexity of Bitcoin custody and trade verification on its blockchain, derivatives markets may grow rapidly as more efficient
sources of exposures. We anticipate that many investors will appreciate standardized, exchange-traded, centrally cleared derivatives, such as
CME Group products, held at secure, crypto-friendly custodians/prime brokers, as their off-chain access to Bitcoin. At present, Bitcoin futures
have a relatively high roll cost, but we expect the cost to fall as exposure demand grows and additional Bitcoin products proliferate.
1
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F or an introduction to Bitcoin, please see The Bitcoin Experiment by Hakan Kaya, PhD, Seth Yerk, CFA, & Suzanne Peck.
Sum of daily Bitcoin Blockchain transaction fees divided by the number of transactions verified.
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Surveying the Opportunity
Given our decade of experience developing systematic options strategies on a variety of volatile index exposures, we believe that
similar success may be found in developing such strategies with Bitcoin. Consider the 10 years of return history in figure 2.
FIGURE 2. FAT TAILS AND HIGH FEAR LEVELS
Bitcoin and S&P 500 two-month return distributions, November 2010 – June 2021
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30-Day At-the-Money Implied Volatility

Bitcoin and S&P 500 30-day at-the-money option implied volatility, January 13 – June 30, 2021
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We can see that Bitcoin has exhibited fat tails on both the left and the right of its returns distribution—and that the right tail is
exceptionally fat relative to what we have seen from equity markets. That high level of realized volatility is reflected in even higher
levels of implied volatility priced into at-the-money options: market participants looking to hedge their exposure to Bitcoin have
evidently been willing to pay a high premium to do so.
Moreover, there is significant skew in out-of-the-money options on both sides of the Bitcoin implied volatility “smile,” which suggests
that there is currently plenty of “fear” of both tails of the Bitcoin returns distribution priced into Bitcoin option markets.
While Bitcoin’s volatility may decline as it becomes more liquid and institutionalized, the same development is likely to require more
warehousing of Bitcoin risk by market participants, and therefore more demand for hedges against both the upside and downside
risk. For that reason, we believe that Bitcoin options are likely to continue to carry a relatively high implied volatility premium for the
foreseeable future.
Ultimately, we see three higher probability scenarios for Bitcoin in the coming years. One, Bitcoin continues its meteoric rise
and remains extremely volatile. Two, Bitcoin’s price suffers a collapse, driving volatility to new extremes. Three, Bitcoin’s
growth rate slows and volatility declines (but remains attractive). In all cases, we believe utilizing option strategies may
provide advantages to or complement a Buy & Hold Bitcoin strategy. Using the average implied volatility since Bitcoin options
went live in 2020, the average monthly yield on an at-the-money Bitcoin put option has been approximately 9%, or well over
100% annualized—a reduction from here would be merely a shift from something extreme to something very substantial.
There are a number of ways an investor could approach a Bitcoin implied volatility strategy, by selling put options or calls, or a
mix of both. Given the extremely fat tails of its historical returns distribution, investors looking to take some of the “byte” out
of Bitcoin may find a hedged approach attractive. For example, selling out-of-the-money put options with an aim of gathering
downside implied volatility premiums, while simultaneously buying them as hedges, could potentially generate a return
stream close to the long-term average for Bitcoin itself, while giving up some of the more extreme upside outcomes realized in
exchange for cutting exposure to some of the more extreme downside realized volatility outcomes.

A New Asset Class: Crypto Implied Volatility
For the last 10 years we have researched, recommended and implemented options-based strategies for institutional and high net
worth investors. Several times we have refrained from pursuing volatility/option strategies that we believed to be too speculative or
merely “faddish.” In Bitcoin, we believe we have found a new and potentially worthy application of our discipline for those looking to
acquire Bitcoin exposure.
Thus far, Bitcoin has proven to provide both an opportunity to diversify investment portfolios and to potentially earn substantial profits.
However, those benefits are not offered on a risk-free basis. Rather, they have come with extraordinary levels of volatility and unique
operational risks—we consider “lose your password and lose all your money” to be a material risk no matter how small the probability
of it occurring. Succinctly, the evolution and growth of Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies) may offer new sources of portfolio return
and volatility premium for investors to harvest. We expect these risk premiums will likely persist. Hence, we believe options-based,
implied-volatility strategies are a potentially unique solution for investors looking to participate in Bitcoin’s future with a potentially
greater degree of risk control and operational efficiency, and, down the road, we expect additional cryptocurrencies will likely present
similar opportunities.
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This material is provided for informational purposes only and nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice. This material is general in nature and
is not directed to any category of investors and should not be regarded as individualized, a recommendation, investment advice or a suggestion to engage in or refrain
from any investment-related course of action. Investment decisions and the appropriateness of this material should be made based on an investor’s individual objectives
and circumstances and in consultation with his or her advisors. Third-party economic or market estimates discussed herein may or may not be realized and no opinion or
representation is being given regarding such estimates. Information is obtained from sources deemed reliable, but there is no representation or warranty as to its accuracy,
completeness or reliability. The firm, its employees and advisory accounts may hold positions of any companies discussed. It should not be assumed that any investments in
securities, companies, sectors or markets identified and described were or will be profitable. All information is current as of the date of this material and is subject to change
without notice. Any views or opinions expressed may not reflect those of the firm as a whole. Certain Neuberger Berman products and services may not be available in all
jurisdictions or to all client types.
Investing entails risks, including possible loss of principal. Investments in hedge funds and private equity are speculative and involve a higher degree of risk than more
traditional investments. Investments in hedge funds and private equity are intended for sophisticated investors only. Indexes are unmanaged and are not available for direct
investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Options involve investment strategies and risks different from those associated with ordinary portfolio securities transactions. By writing put options, an investor assumes
the risk of declines in the value of the underlying instrument and the risk that it must purchase the underlying instrument at an exercise price that may be higher than the
market price of the instrument, including the possibility of a loss up to the entire strike price of each option it sells but without the corresponding opportunity to benefit from
potential increases in the value of the underlying instrument. If there is a broad market decline and the investor is not able to close out its written put options, it may result
in substantial losses to the investor. The investor will receive a premium from writing options, but the premium received may not be sufficient to offset any losses sustained
from exercised put options. Put writing makes an explicit trade-off between up-market participation and down-market participation, while still seeking reasonable returns in
flat markets. As such, in up markets, an investor typically will not participate in the full gain of the underlying index above the premium collected.
This material may include estimates, outlooks, projections and other “forward-looking statements.” Due to a variety of factors, actual events or market behavior may differ
significantly from any views expressed.
Leverage. Option overlay strategies employ the use of derivatives and leverage, which involves the risk of loss greater that the actual cost of the investment, and also involves
margin and collateral requirements. Leverage magnifies both the favorable and unfavorable effects of price movements in the investments made by an account, which may
subject it to substantial risk of loss. In the event of a sudden, precipitous drop in value of an account’s assets occasioned by a sudden market decline, it might not be able
to liquidate assets quickly enough to meet its margin or borrowing obligations. Also, because acquiring and maintaining positions on margin allows an account to control
positions worth significantly more than its investment in those positions, the amount that it stands to lose in the event of adverse price movements is higher in relation to the
amount of its investment. In addition, since margin interest will be one of the account’s expenses and margin interest rates tend to fluctuate with interest rates generally, it is
at risk that interest rates generally, and hence margin interest rates, will increase, thereby increasing its expenses.
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